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Atamis SRM puts you firmly in control of your key supplier relationships, helping you to maximise 
your team’s productivity and minimise supply-side risk. By maintaining all of your supplier 
information in one place, you’ll save time and eliminate errors caused by pulling your 
correspondence, compliance, performance and on-going activity from multiple sources.

Features

Atamis 3.0 is a modular application supporting the whole 
contract lifecycle:

              Analyse spend in Atamis SA

              Plan your pipeline in Atamis PM
      
              Source goods and services in Atamis TM

              Contract with suppliers in Atamis CM

              Manage supplier performance in              Manage supplier performance in Atamis SRM

A supplier’s performance can directly impact on the success of your own organisation. And a
failing supplier - for example, a supplier that becomes publicly exposed to inadequate practices or 
policies - can have a catastrophic impact on your entire operations. Many businesses invest 
customer-focused services, yet neglect to protect the supply chain fundamental to their existence.

Atamis SRM helps you identify your high risk, high spend suppliers and provides you with Atamis SRM helps you identify your high risk, high spend suppliers and provides you with 
easy-to-use tools to monitor their performance, track their policy compliance and implement a full 
risk management framework. And, not forgetting that SRM is, above all, about business 
relationships, Atamis SRM provides you with some modern and familiar tools for keeping in touch.

Atamis Supplier Relationship ManagementBenefits

Drive out inefficiency caused by 
decentralised data

Understand and control risk across 
your entire supply chain

Save time generating management Save time generating management 
reports

Automatically generate a digital 
archive of activity

Improve inter-departmental 
communication over supplier issues

Automate periodic risk management Automate periodic risk management 
activity

Improve visibility of contractor 
performance

Collaborate and share the same 
page with suppliers

Free Trial
For a 30-day free trial with your own For a 30-day free trial with your own 
sample contract data, or for access to 
our Demo system with free video 
training tutorials, please email 
info@atamis.co.uk.
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KPI scoring can be delegated to 
team members (or to suppliers if 
you prefer) and exception reports 
and dashboards automatically 
highlight poor performance. 

Service credits can also be 
applied to KPIs and linked to applied to KPIs and linked to 
monthly payment transactions to 
calculate penalties and 
incentives.

Atamis SRM integrates seemlessly with Atamis CM to allow KPI schedules to be automatically 
scheduled for contracted suppliers according to your own standard scorecard. 

Performance Management

These profiles can be used to dictate 
approval processes and generate 
mandated periodic activity, enforcing 
procedural discipline while also saving time 
and effort. 

Risks often lie within secondary or even Risks often lie within secondary or even 
tertiary suppliers, however, so Atamis SRM 
allows you to build up interdependencies 
and manage the risk across your entire 
supply chain.

Atamis SRM enables you to profile and 
segment your suppliers using custom risk 
criteria, such as compliance with the 
Modern Slavery Act, employment policies 
or information security. 

Risk Management

The Atamis SRM module enables you to customise your supplier page layouts with your own 
custom fields. Advanced security settings allow you to control who has access to view and update 
sensitive data. You can also generate your own custom reports and dashboards that graphically 
summarise indicators critical to the management of your supply chain.

Plus, there’s unlimited ability for you to record supplier innovations, issues, notes, meetings, task 
reminders and all supporting documentation. Any diary events, tasks or emails you generate 
relating to your suppliers are automatically synchronised both ways with Outlook.

Rapid Setup
Atamis Support will have your initial Atamis Support will have your initial 
system set up in a matter of hours. 
Our Client Briefing Pack provides you 
with all the guidance you need to send 
active procurement project data - in 
any format.

Depending on your requirements, 
we’ll arrange a call or a workshop to we’ll arrange a call or a workshop to 
confirm custom fields, layouts and 
permissions and have this configured 
within a few days.

We provide on-site and webinar 
training, or you can just use the short 
video training tutorials.

Training and SupportTraining and Support
Three training options are available: 
On-site, webinar and self-service 
video tutorials. Our support desk is 
always on hand if you ever need help 
using Atamis SRM. 
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And finally, recognising the importance of a healthy working relationship, you have access to a 
business networking tool to keep in regular contact with your suppliers through a familiar, social 
media-style interface.

The supplier portal enables you 
to (literally) share the same 
page with your suppliers.

You can provide your key 
suppliers with read or edit rights 
to selected fields, such as 
insurance renewal details, 
and enable them to upload and enable them to upload 
documentation such as policies, 
insurance schedules or price 
lists.

If you’re also using Atamis CM, If you’re also using Atamis CM, 
then suppliers can view their 
own contract details too and 
even complete their own 
periodic service levels through 
the portal.

Supplier Portal
Clients
Selected clients using Atamis SRM 
include:

Free Trial
For a 30-day free trial with your own For a 30-day free trial with your own 
sample contract data, or for access to 
our Demo system with free video 
training tutorials, please email 
info@atamis.co.uk.
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